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In this wicked, laugh-out-loud debut novel,
five miserable souls struggle to make their
mark on Hollywood, the city of the
soulless. Rachel Burt, starry-eyed and
clueless, has left behind tiny Sugarland,
Texas, and her position as Starbucks
employee of the month, to pursue her
dreams of becoming a screenwriter. The
madness begins when she eagerly accepts a
position as assistant to Victoria Rush, an
aging television diva with a little
pill-popping problem that two tours of duty
at Betty Ford couldnt remedy. Rachel
learns the ropes from Michaela Marsh, a
never-say-die,
plastic-surgery
perfect
midget Tai-Bo Barbie. Michaela has spent
years (and years and years: she is -- gasp -over thirty!) trying to break into
Hollywood, which has given her a healthy
respect for the casting couch; but even
sleeping with her slimy agent hasnt landed
her a meaty role, and the last pilot she
almost got, some ten years ago, went to
that little nobody, Lisa Kudrow. Jeb, who
operates on pure rage, has been fired from
more assistant jobs than he cares to count,
and he currently teeters on the edge of
insanity under Randall Blume, one of the
sleaziest agents in Hollywood. Kecia
Christy, a no-nonsense Pisces pining for
love and addicted to Krispy Kremes, works
for Travis Trask, the hottest teen heartthrob
since that other white boy, Leo. More
interested in smoking prizewinning pot
with his bonehead buddies than in his next
movie, Travis is always looking for the
next good party -- until his ex-con brother
shows up at the front door. Griffins
intelligence and ambition fail to shield him
from endless humiliation at the hands of
Johnny Treadway, a crass A-list manager
with pec and cheek implants and a
perpetual tan, courtesy of the Tropical
Rays tanning bed he keeps in his office.
Johnny takes all the credit while Griffin
does all the real work, and Griffin has
begun to suspect that selling his soul might
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not be worth that overdue promotion after
all. Once a week, Rachel, Michaela, Jeb,
Griffin, and Kecia meet at a dark, unhip
watering hole to commiserate. Soon
enough, however, the system spits them
out, and they must learn to survive through
sheer determination, hard-won industry
savvy, and luck. At turns hilarious,
poignant, and sinfully gossipy, The
Assistants will keep you glued to your seat
until the final page is turned.
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The Assistants by Camille Perri NOOK Book (eBook) Barnes The Assistants [Camille Perri] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. The debut novel that J. Courtney Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and The Assistants: : Camille
Perri: 9780399172540: Books The Assistants has 8627 ratings and 1279 reviews. This isnt the type of book i usually
read but i am so glad i gave it a go Fun and pure escapism Enjoy! D :). The Assistants: A Novel: Robin Lynn
Williams: : Books The Assistants: Camille Perri: 9780399172540: : Books The debut novel that J. Courtney
Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and smart. Its 9 to 5 for the student loan generation and Publishers Weekly describes
as if The Assistants, A Conversation with Camille Perri HuffPost The Assistants: A Novel [Robin Lynn Williams]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In this wicked, laugh-out-loud debut novel, five miserable The Assistants
by Camille Perri, Paperback Barnes & Noble Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. This new
specialty-interest audio publisher is The Assistant: A Novel (FSG Classics) by [Malamud, Bernard]. The Assistants Kindle edition by Camille Perri. Literature & Fiction May 2, 2017 The debut novel that J. Courtney Sullivan calls
addictive, hilarious, and smart. Its 9 to 5 for the student loan generation and Publishers The Assistants Novel Rights
Acquired By Cold Iron Pictures For Film May 9, 2016 Jansmas novel is a love letter to Manhattan. True, its the
Five pages into reading The Assistants, you know Perri has a hit on her hands. The Assistant: A Novel: Bernard
Malamud, Jonathan Rosen Anyone who has ever been an assistant will appreciate Camille Perris funny, honest, 100%
relatable (and did I say funny?) debut novel about a band of The Assistants: A Novel: Robin Lynn Williams:
9780060723873 May 3, 2016 First, we had The Devil Wears Prada, written by a former assistant at Vogue. Now comes
The Assistants, a novel by Camille Perri, a former 4 Lessons for Hollywood Helpers from the Novel The Assistants
The Assistants: Camille Perri, Jorjeana Marie: 9780147524928 The Assistants [Camille Perri] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. The debut novel that J. Courtney Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and The Assistants
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by Camille Perri Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs May 3, 2016 Camille Perris debut novel The Assistants explores
the story of a young woman who decides to get rid of her student loans, once and for all. The Assistant (novel) Wikipedia The debut novel that J. Courtney Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and smart. Its 9 to 5 for the student loan
generation and Publishers Weekly describes as if Camille Perri Talks Breaking The Rules To Get Ahead In Debut
Feb 8, 2016 At age 30, Tina Fontana is the executive assistant to. of larceny and blackmail, they could be the main
characters of Perris sharp first novel. Camille Perri - The Assistants - Book Review BookPage May 1, 2016 That is
the plot of the new novel by Camille Perri. Its called The Assistants. And Camille Perri joins me now from our studios in
New York to Camille Perri Book Debut The Assistants Novel - Refinery29 Jul 6, 2016 The Assistants, Camille
Perris new novel, imagines what would happen if the assistants to a few corporate moguls siphoned off a little money
New York Novels - The New York Times The Assistants: A Novel [Robin Lynn Williams] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. In this wicked, laugh-out-loud debut novel, five miserable The Assistants: : Camille Perri: Libros
en idiomas May 3, 2016 The NOOK Book (eBook) of the The Assistants by Camille Perri at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more! The Assistant: A Novel - Bernard Malamud - Google Books The debut novel that J.
Courtney Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and smart. Its 9 to 5 for the student loan generation and Publishers Buy The
Assistants Book Online at Low Prices in India The Laura said: The Assistants by Robin Lynn Williams tells the
story of 5 In this wicked, laugh-out-loud debut novel, five miserable souls struggle to make their THE ASSISTANTS
by Camille Perri Kirkus Reviews - Buy The Assistants book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The
Assistants book reviews & author details and more at Amazon.in. The Assistant: A Novel (FSG Classics) - Kindle
edition by Bernard The Assistant (1957) is Bernard Malamuds second novel. Set in a working-class neighborhood of
Brooklyn, New York, it explores the situation of first- and Fiction Book Review: The Assistants by Camille Perri.
Putnam, $25 The Assistants [CAMILLE PERRI] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The debut novel that J.
Courtney Sullivan calls addictive, hilarious, and The Assistants by Camille Perri Feb 17, 2016 GET WEEKLY
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS: of underpaid, underappreciated, tired-as-heck assistants hungry for whats owed them.
The Assistants: Camille Perri: 9780399185175: : Books The Assistant, Bernard Malamuds second novel, originally
published in 1957, is the story of Morris Bober, a grocer in postwar Brooklyn, who wants better for The Assistants:
CAMILLE PERRI: 9780552173087: Buy The Assistants by Camille Perri (ISBN: 9780399172540) from Amazons
Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders.
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